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other authors. For the new structure, existence, uniqueness, and continuous 
dependence theorems are given. 0 1989 Academic press, IIIC. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be a closed, connected subset of I&! and let %’ be the set of all closed 
non-empty subsets of E. 
Given a closed set Sz E %? and a continuous function X: Q + UP, let 
r(x,Q)={(t,x(r))ER”+‘: t E Q} be the graph of x; furthermore let 
G = { T(x, Q): Q E %, x E C(sZ, W”)} be the set of all graphs. 
We introduce in G a topology r which is defined by means of the 
Hausdorff metric. This r topology of G induces a topology in V that we 
indicate again with r. 
Let us consider a lag function, not necessarily continuous, t + E,, where 
t E E, E,E%?, max E, < t, that maps every TV E into a closed set 
Etc(-co, t]nE of the class %‘. 
Let A be a compact space and let C(E), C(A) be the spaces of all 
continuous functions mapping E and A, respectively, into R”, with the 
compact-open topology. 
* This research was carried out within the Gruppo Nazionale per I’Analisi Funzionale e le 
sue Applicazioni, Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche. 
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We introduce a Volterra-type continuous operator R: E x G + C(A). 
Given a function f: E x C(A) + [w”, we can formulate the following 
functional differential equation, 
(*I a(f) =f (t, Nt, W, Et))), 
where t E E, x E C(E). 
Such forms of hereditary differential equations were introduced by 
G. S. Jones in [22] and J. K. Hale in [17]. 
The abstract setting allows us to unify many classes of hereditary 
differential equations which are applied in various fields: predator-prey 
models, viscosity, optimal control theory, mathematical biology, mathe- 
matical economics, and hereditary models. 
Particular formulations of (*) were studied in various settings by several 
authors (we limit ourselves to refer the reader to T. S. Angell, 
L. E. Bellman, K. L. Cooke, M. A. Cruz, R. D. Driver, L. E. El’Sgol’Ts, 
A. D. Myshkis) and are mentioned in Section 2. 
The generality of the hereditary structure we consider depends essentially 
on the abstract and general formulation of the lag function t + E,. In our 
setting the lag function t + E, is not necessarily continuous, nor is it a 
compact or connected valued map (see Examples 1,2 and Remark 5 in 
Sect. 5a). This formulation permits us to include the following phenomena: 
presence of holes in the past of t which do not influence the present state 
of the system; systems which tend to forget the more distant past; systems 
with sudden memory voids. These phenomena will be illustrated in 
Section 2a. 
For the Cauchy problem for Eq. (*) we prove, under general hypotheses, 
local existence and uniqueness of the solution. In addition under the further 
hypothesis of continuity of the lag function, we establish a continuous 
dependence of the solution with respect to the data r, d,J 
2. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM 
2a. Given a closed, connected subset E c R and a topological space A 
which is the countable union of compact sets, let C(E), C(A) be the spaces 
of all continuous functions mapping E and A, respectively, into IR” , with 
the compact-open topology. Let d denote a metric that provides such a 
topology in C(E) or C(A). 
The closure and the boundary of a subset Xc E will be indicated with 
cl(X) and ax, respectively. 
Let %? be the set of all closed non-empty subsets of E. Every continuous 
function defined in a closed 526% can be thought of, without loss of 
generality, as the restriction to Q of an element of C(E). 
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Given xcC(E) and QE%?, let f(x,Q)={(t,x(f))~lR”+‘: tfzQ) be the 
graph of the restriction of x to f2 and let G = (T(x, 52): x g C(E), Q E % > be 
the set of such graphs. 
A lag function t --+ E,, where t E E, E, E %‘, max E, < t, is considered that 
maps every t E E into a closed set E, c (-co, t] n E of the class %?. 
Let A={(t,T(x,E,)):teE, xeC(E)} be a subset of ExG. We define 
an operator R: A + C(A) which maps every pair (t, T(x, E,)) E A into a 
function of C(A). 
Given a function f: E x C(A) + W, we consider the following functional 
differential equation 
(*) a(t) =f(t, R(t, Ux, E,))), 
where t E E, x E C(E). 
Such formulations for hereditary differential equations were introduced 
by Jones in [223 and Hale in [ 173. 
The abstract setting allows us to unify many classes of hereditary 
differential equations which are applied in various fields: predator-prey 
models, viscoelasticity, optimal control theory, mathematical biology, 
mathematical economics, and hereditary models. 
We list some special cases of (*) below: 
(1) If E=tQ, E,={t-71, with fixed z>O, A={(t,T(x, E,)):te[W, 
x E C(R)}, and R( t, I-(x, E,)) = x(t - r), Eq. (*) is reduced to the classical 
retarded functinal differential equation x(t) =f( t, x( t - 7)). 
(2) Again supposing E= R, let g: UY+’ + IR be a continuous func- 
tion with the property g(t, t) < t, for every t E KY’, t E E, and let E, = 
clg({t} x LY). 
The equation x(t) =f(t, x( g(t, x(t)))), studied in [ 10, 111, is a particular 
case of (*). 
(3) Another class of hereditary differential equations of type (*) is 
the differential integral equation where the operator R is an integral 
operator, i.e., NC Ux, 4)) = jE, &, x(s)) d S, with given suitable function 
h. 
Variants of this equation have been used as models in botany, in the 
theory of growth of a single species, and in transport problems. We can 
quote [9, 5, 12, 20, 81. 
(4) Finally, let tl: E x A + IR be a continuous lag function with 
a({t} x A) c (-co, t] n E. Put E, = cl(a( { t} x A)), R(t, T(x, E,)) = 
a,(x(0)) =x(cr(t, f3)), SEA, the equatipn i(t) =f(t, a,x) is again of type 
(*) (see [17-191). 
Now, we mention two different formulations for the operator R. First, let 
R: E x C(E) -+ C(A) be an operator of Volterra type, i.e., with the property 
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(V) for every x,y~c(E) and tcE, if ~l.~=yl,,, then 
I?( t, x) = I?( t, y). 
An operator R: A -+ C(A) is associated with any operator ri and vice 
versa. In fact, given an operator i? : E x C(E) + C(A) with property (V) 
[ ( V)-type operator] and fixed (t,T(x,E,))EAcExG we put 
R(t, T(x, E,)) = d(t, x) where x: E + [w is an arbitrary continuous exten- 
sion of x from E, in E. Property (V) makes this definition independent of 
chosen extension. 
Vice versa, given an operator R: A -+ C(A) C(T)-type operator], for 
every pair (t, x) E E x C(E) we define &(t, x) = R(t, T(x, E,)). It can be 
immediately verified that the operator j defined above has property (V). 
In spite of the bijection between operators R and R, the (T)-formulation 
considered here is more general than the (V)-formulation from a topologi- 
cal point of view. 
We will endow the set G with a natural topology and consider a con- 
tinuous functional x: G + C(E) with the property x(T(x, E,)) 1 E, = x 1 E, for 
every t E E and x E C(E). (An example of such a continuous functional x is 
given in Section 5b.) Then it is easy to prove that the (T)-type operator R 
related to the continuous (V)-type operators ff by R(t, T(x, E,)) = 
8( t, x) = Bi( t, x(T(x, E,))) is likewise continuous. 
The opposite does not hold. In fact, there exist continuous (T)-type 
operators for which the associated (Q-type operators ff are discontinuous 
(see Remark 4, Section 5a). 
Therefore, there is not topological equivalence between the two formula- 
tions. 
In the following we shall assume that the operator R satisfies conditions 
more restrictive than the mere continuity. Such hypotheses are the same as 
the continuity of the corresponding operator R (see Remark 4). In this 
more restrictive setting the two formulations are equivalent. 
Finally, we wish to comment on some properties of the hereditary struc- 
ture considered here. These properties depend essentially on the abstract 
and general formulation of the lag function t -+ E,. 
First, we remark that the set %7 is endowed with a topology induced in 
a natural way by the topology of G. 
In our setting, the lag function t + E, is not necessarily continuous. Nor 
is it a compact or connected valued map (see Examples 1,2 in Sect. 5a). 
The non-connectivity of the set E, allows us to take into account holes in 
the past of t which do not influence the present state of the system. 
Hereditary structures with this property were considered by Hale and 
Cruz [19] and Jones [22]. 
Moreover, the non-compactness of E, permits us to study systems which 
tend to forget the distant past, as it becomes more remote. This 
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phenomenon was widely studied in various settings by numerous authors; 
we quote only B. D. Coleman and W. No11 [7], G. Fichera [ 14, 151, 
J. K. Hale [ 183, and M. J. Leitman and G. M. C. Fisher [23]. 
Last, by considering lag functions which are not necessarily continuous, 
we can study systems with sudden memory voids. More specifically, we can 
consider phenomena where the influence of the past (thought of as a func- 
tion of t) on the present state of the system shows sharp discontinuous 
oscillations. 
2b. Formulation of the Cauchy problem for (*). Let us denote with 
nE ( .) the standard projection of the product topology E x C(A) into E. 
Given an open subset U c E x C(A ), let t, E flE (U) and let p,, be a fixed 
positive number such that [to, t, +pO] c HE (U). 
We put 
I (10. PO) = cl 
[ 
u (E,~(--QA bl) u hd. 
kl<t<lo+po 1 
A pair (t,, &,) with to E HE (U) and 40: Zc,O,,, -+ R” a continuous 
function, is called admissible data with respect to U (U-admissible) if 
(to, Nto, r(d~o, E,,)))E u. 
We consider the following Cauchy problem 
(j) 
l.i.1) i(t) =f(c R(f, P, 4))) a.e. in [to, tO+poJ 
(9) x(t) = do(t) in ZkwJO,~ 
Given a U-admissible pair (to, &,), the function x = x(t,, do) is said to be 
a solution of problem (j) in the extended sense [in the classic sense] if 
there is a positive constant p, p <pO, such that x is defined and continuous 
on Z~,O,P)u [to, tO+p], coincides with do on ZctO,P), and satisfies the 
equation (j. 1) a.e. [everywhere] on [I,, I, tp] . 
As was remarked in [ 191, we observed that Z~,,,PO) contains the set of real 
numbers on which an initial function must be defined in order to integrate 
the problem (j) on [to, r, +pO]. 
It is easily verified that problem (j) is equivalent to the following integral 
equation: 
x(t) = 40(to) + ffc% R(s, W, 4))) h on [to, to + PO1 
(j’) 10 
x(t) = 40(t) on z(fo.Po)- 
In the following sections we shall study the Cauchy problem (j) for func- 
tions f satisfying the Carathiodory condition (C) and for operators R with 
a suitable continuity hypothesis. 
505/81/2-S 
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DEFINITION 1. A function f( r, z) : U -+ Iw” is said to satisfy property (C) 
if 
(c,) f(t, z) is measurable in t for each fixed z and continuous in z for 
each fixed t; and 
(I+) for any fixed (t, z) E U, there is a neighborhood -Y- of (t, z) and 
a Lebesgue integrable function m(s) such that 1 f(s, @)I <m(s), for every 
(s, $) E y. 
A set of functions F is said to satisfy property (C) if each functionfof 
9 satisfies property (c,), and (c,) holds uniformly with respect tof: 
For problem (i) under classical hypotheses, we will prove existence and 
uniqueness of the solution. 
Finally, under the hypothesis of continuity of the lag function, we will 
establish a continuous dependence theorem of the solution with respect to 
the data t, d,j 
3. THE GRAPH TOPOLOGICAL SPACE 
Given an arbitrary set Q E W, let GO denote the subset of G = 
(T(x, 52) : Q E %T, x E C(s2, KY)> made up of graphs of continuous functions 
defined in 0, i.e., Go = {T(x, Q): x E C(E)}. 
A topology in G is called well behaved if the subspace Go (with the 
subspace topology) is homeomorphic with C(s2, W) endowed with the 
compact-open topology. So, if 52 EW is locally connected the topological 
subspace G, would be homeomorphic with C(0, R”) endowed with the 
topological convergence (see G. Beer [ 31). 
Let us consider in G the topology induced by the Hausdorff metric h 
between the closed subsets of W+ ‘. If r;l E % is compact, the topological 
subspace G, is homeomorphic with C(s2, W) (with the compact-open 
topology) (see [4,26]). However, in general the h-induced topology in Go 
is strictly finer than the compact-open topology in C(Q, IV). In light of the 
foregoing we introduce the following definition. 
For every 52 E %?, we put XQ = {Kc E: K is a compact and connected set, 
kn Q # @, aK n &2 = @} where k denotes the interior of set K and aK, 
%2 are the boundaries of K, Q, respectively. 
DEFINITION 2. A sequence (T(x,, a,,,)),, r(x,, Q,)E G, is said to be 
convergent to f(x,, Q,) in the Hausdorff metric on the compact subsets 
(or. more simply, z-convergent to r(xO, a,)) if for every set KE X;,, the 
sequence (T(x,, 52, n K)), h-converges to T(x,, Sz, n K). 
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The space G with the topology induced by the r-convergence will be 
denoted by (G, 7). 
As the h-convergence of graphs implies the h-convergence of the 
domains, the r-topology of G induces a topology in 9? that we indicate 
again with z. 
The topology z is well behaved in G. In fact, if we fix an Q in %?, then 
for every compact K E -X, and for every X, ,? E C(E) a proof similar to the 
one of Theorem 1 in [27] shows that 
h(T(x,52nK),r(~,52nK))~ sup IX(t)-.f(t)J 
fEQCJK 
d h(IJ.f, Q n K), r(.?, 52 n K)) 
+ o(h(IJ.f, Q n K), T(?, 52 n K))), 
where o(. ) is the modulus of continuity of X and k in 52 n K. Consequently 
a sequence (x,),, x, E C(sZ, LY), converges to x0 in C(Q, R”) if and only if 
the graph sequence (T(x,, L?)), r-converges to r(xO, Q) in G. 
Moreover, the convergence induced by the Hausdorff metric in G implies 
the z-convergence (see the proof in [6]). We point out that this last state- 
ment is not necessarily true if the condition kn Q # QJ or aK n asz = 0 
required on the elements of the family -X, is not satisfied. For instance, 
let Q, = [0, 11, Q,, = [l/n, 11, K = [ - 1, 01, and x, - 1 for every n E N. 
So K$Xa,. The sequence (T(x,, Q,)), h-converges to r(xO, a,,), while 
(T(x,, 52, n K)), does not h-converge to Qx,,, 52, n K). 
In [6] the z-topology in G is studied; in particular the connections 
between this topology, the compact-open topology, and the topology 
convergence are given. From [6], we take the following results that will be 
extensively used later. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let x0, x E C(E), and O,, 52 E 59. For every element 
K E X& n XQ we have 
h(r(x,, Q. n 9, b, Q n K)) 
<h(Q,nK,QnK)+ sup I XII(S) - x(s)1 
s~(i20uR)nK 
+ w(h(S2, n K, Q n K)), 
where w( .) is the modulus of continuity of x,, in (Q, v  Q) n K. 
COROLLARY 1. If (x,), is a sequence of functions in C(E) converging to 
x,, and (Sz,), is a sequence in % z-converging to Q,, then 
(m,, QJ)” -+ mk Q,) 
with respect to the T-topology in G. 
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4. UNIQUENESS OF THE SOLUTION 
Concerning uniqueness of solutions of problem (j), the following holds: 
THEOREM 1. Let U be an open subset of E x C(A) and let f : U + R" 
be a given function. Let t, E nE (U) and pO E [w + be such that 
[to, to +pO] c nE (U). Finally, let R: A + C(A) be a given operator. We 
suppose that, for every compact subset Vc C(E) there exists a Lebesgue 
integrable function h: [to, t, +pO] + Iw+ such that 
(~1 If(t> Nt, Q,, E,)))-f(t, Nt, W,, E,)))I 
Gh(t)sup,.., Ix,(~)-xd~)l 
a.e. in [to, tO+po] andfor each X~E V, i= 1,2. 
Then, for each U-admissible pair (to, q$,), problem (j) admits, at most, a 
solution with initial value do at t,. 
Proof Assume x, y : I,, u [to, t, +p,J + R” are two solutions of 
problem (j) with initial value &, at t,, where I,, = Z~,O,p,,). Let xx [respec- 
tively xy] be a continuous extension of x[ y] in E. Put V = {xx, xy}, and 
let h: [to, to+po] + (w+ be a Lebesgue integrable function verifying 
property (u). Let r~ <pO be a positive number such that fc h(s) ds < 1. 
As x and y are absolutely continuous in [t,, t, +p,,] and coincide in I,, 
for every t E [to, t, + a], by virtue of property (u), it follows that 
I x(t) -At)1 = j-’ C-l;(s) -B(s)lds 10 
d I ,; I i(s) -P(s)1 ds 
< s ’ h(s) sup I X(T) - ~(~11 ds 10 r E Es 
= ‘h(s) 
I sup I x(~)-Y(T)I ds 10 ~~Esn[~,,ro+rr] 
d max 
ZE cto. to+a1 
1-4~) -Y(~)I f  4s) da 
Consequently we have the following contradictory statement: 
I x(t) -Y(t)1 < rECryc+c, IX(7)-Y(~)l for every t E [to, t,, a]. 
Having proved the uniqueness of the solution of problem (j) in 
[to, to + a], we obtain the conclusion by steps of width rr. 
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COROLLARY 2. rf f: U + [w” and R : A -+ C(A) are continuous, the 
uniqueness of the solution stated in Theorem 1 holds for solutions in the 
classic sense. 
Remark 1. If the function f(t, $) is Lipschitzian with respect to $ in 
each compact subset of U and if property (u) is satisfied by the operator 
R then the composition f( ., R( ., .)) likewise satisfies property (u). 
Operators satisfying property (u) are studied in [17-191. 
5. EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
In a metric space (X, d) let d(x, W) denote the distance in X of a point 
xEXfrom WcX, and let B(W, r)= { x E X: d(x, W) < r} denote the closed 
r-neighborhood of W. Thus, B(x,, r) denotes the closed ball in X of center 
x0 and radius r. 
Let f3=8(~): R+ + R+ be a monotone function such that 
(6,) inf,,, B(s) = 0. 
Finally, let T be a subset of E, CD a subset of C(E), and p a positive 
number. For fixed (t, 4) E T x @, we put 
(h) H(t,4,6,p)={yEC(E):y(~)=d(z) if z<t; y(z)=y(t+p) if 
r > t +p; y([t, r + J(E)]) c B(y(z), E), for every z 3 t and for every E > O}. 
5a. A first existence theorem. Let U be an open subset of E x C(A) and 
let pO be a positive constant such that [to, to +p,,] c nE (U). 
THEOREM 2. Zf f: U-, [w” satisfies property (C), R(t, T(x, E,)) is con- 
tinuous in A, and for every compact subset V c C(E) the continuity of R in 
t is uniform with respect to x E V, then for every U-admissible pair (to, &), 
to E rIE (WY 40: I(@, po) + R”Y there is a solution of the Cauchy problem (j) 
with initial value do at to. 
Proof Let (to, io) be a given U-admissible pair. By property (c,), for a 
fixed point (to, R(t,, f(qSo, E,,))) there exists a positive constant not greater 
than po, that we again denote pO, and a Lebesgue integrable function m 
such that B((t,, R(t,, r(do, Et,))), po) = U and 
(1) I f  (s, $11 G m(s) for every (s, +I E B((to, R(b, ~(h, E,,,))), ~~1. 
For each E > 0 there is a number 6 = d(s) > 0 such that 
(2) J, m(s) ds < E for every interval ZC B(t,, po) whose measure is not 
greater than 6. 
Let X,~ be a continuous extension of &, from Zt,o,poj to E. Let 
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H= H(t,, ,&, 6,~~) be the subset of C(E) defined by (h). It is easy to 
prove that H is a compact and convex subset of C(E). Therefore, bearing 
in mind that T(y, E,,) = T(&,, E,) for every YE H, by virtue of the con- 
tinuity assumption on R, there is a positive number p (p <pO) such that, 
for every (t, y) E [to, to +p] x H we have 
(3) d(R(t, QY, Et)), R(to, r(40, E,,))) <PO. 
Now, we consider the map S: H+ C(E) 
(su)(t) = $o(to) + j’fb W-c T(Y, Es))) ds if t E [It,, to +PI, ol 
(SY)(to +P) if r>r,+p. 
By (1 ), (2), and (3) the range of S is contained in H( to, x40, 6, p) and, 
therefore, in H = H(t,, xdo, 6, p,). 
We prove that S is a continuous map. Let (vJ,, y, E H, be a sequence 
converging to yo. Fix s E [to, to +p]; by Proposition 1 the sequence 
T(y,, E,) r-converges to T(yo, E,). Because of the continuity of R we have 
Ns, T(Y,,, Ed) -+ Ns, f(yo, Es)) and, therefore, f(s, R(s, T(Y,, Es))) -, 
f(s, R(s, T(yo, E,))). By (1) and (3), applying the Lebesgue dominated 
convergence theorem it follows that lim, _ u3 (Sy,)(t) = (,Qo)(t) for every 
tE [to, to+pl. 
In consequence of the well-known Schauder-Tychonoff theorem, the 
map S has a fixed point in H. It is immediately verified that such a point 
is a solution of problem (j) in [to, to +p]. 
Remark 2. The length p of the interval [to, to +p] where the solution 
is defined is independent of the chosen extension x4o, as the proof of 
Theorem 2 clearly shows. 
Remark 3. Let (to, #o) be a U-admissible pair. If R is continuous in A 
and the lag function t -+ E, is right-continuous in to, then (3) of the proof 
of Theorem 2 holds. So, iff satisfies property (C) there is a solution of the 
Cauchy problem ( j) with initial value do at to. 
COROLLARY 3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, if f: U -+ (w” is 
continuous then for every U-admissible pair (to, do) there is a solution in the 
classic sense of the Cauchy problem (j) with initial value do at to. 
Remark 4. In Section 2 a (V)-type operator ff : E x C(E) --, C(A) was 
associated with every (T)-type operator R: A -+ C(A) by the definition 
&t, x) = R(t, T(x, E,)). It is easy to prove that the hypotheses assumed in 
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Theorem 2 on the operator R are equivalent to the continuity of 
operator 8 in E x C(E). 
More clearly, such hypotheses on R imply the continuity of an 
associated operator 2. Vice versa, the continuity of k on E x C(E) implies 
the properties assumed in Theorem 2 on a corresponding operator 
R: A + C(A) defined by R(t, T(x, E,)) = ff(t, x) = &t, X(x, E,)). 
The following example shows that there are (ZJ-type operators, con- 
tinuous in A, that do not satisfy the condition of uniformity of Theorem 2. 
Naturally, the associated (Q-type operators are not continuous in 
E x C(E). Let E be a compact set of R and t + E,, t E E, a given lag func- 
tion. The operator R: A + C(A) defined by R(t, T(x, E,)) = h(T(x, E,), 
f(0, E)) is continuous in A. If the lag function t + E, is discontinuous in E, 
it is easy to prove that the corresponding (V)-type operator is not 
continuous in E x C(E). Consequently, the operator R does not satisfy the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2. 
If we suppose that the lag function t + E, is continuous in E, then the 
(Z-)-type operator is continuous in d if and only if the associated (V)-type 
operator is continuous in E x C(E). 
We present here two examples. In the first one the system at time t, 
0 < t < y, remembers only what has happened in the time [0, t], and in the 
second one the system remembers the entire past history in (-co, t]. In 
both, there are discontinuities of memory; the second one presents 
phenomena of memory voids and of evanescence of memory of the distant 
past as it becomes remote. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let E = [ - 1, 11, let V be the class of all closed subsets of 
[ - 1, 11, and let CI: [ - 1, l] + % be the lag function which is defined by 
cc(t)=E,=[-l,t] if -l<t<O, cl(t)=E,=[l/(n+l),t] if l/(n+l)< 
t < l/n, n E N +. The function tx is a compact and connected valued map 
and it is clearly discontinuous in D = {t = l/n: n E N, n > 1 } u (0). Let 
II/ : [ - 1, 1 ] + R! be a continuous function such that +(t) = 0 for every t E D. 
Let G={T(x,Q):xEC([-1, l]), QE%?} be the space of all graphs 
with the topology induced by the Hausdorff metric. Denote by 
A= {(t, T(x, E,)): tE C-1, l-J, XEC([-l,l])}c[-l,l]xGandA=R, 
and let R: A + R be the integral operator defined by 
R(t, WG Et)) = $(t) JE, X(T) & tE[-l,l],XEC([-l,l]). 
We can easily prove that the operator R is continuous in A. Now we show 
that for every compact subset Vc C( [ - 1, 11) the continuity of R in t is 
uniform with respect to x E I’. Arbitrarily fix t, E [ - 1, l] and let (t,),, 
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-l<t,<l, beasequenceconvergent to t,. Let M=max,,,max,,r-,,,, 
1 x(t)/. We have 
~~IIL(I,)-~(to)l+MI~(t,)l.jl Ix~-xE,~(~W~, 
-I 
where xEll is the characteristic function of E,, j = 0, 1, . . . . 
The first term in the second member of (1.1) vanishes as n -+ + co by 
virtue of the continuity of $. The second term is zero if t, E D by definition 
of $I; if t, 4 D, it converges however to zero as n -+ + co by the convergence 
almost everywhere to xE,O in [ - 1, l] of the sequence (xE,J,. Therefore, the 
operator R satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2. 
Let s,={x~C([-l,l]):max,.C-,,l, Ix(t)l<l} and U=[--l,l]xS,. 
The pair (to, &,) with to = 0 and b,,: [ - 1, 1) -+ R, 4,,(t) = 0 for every 
t E [ - 1, l] is U-admissible. Let us consider the following Cauchy problem 
with initial data (to, &,), 
(6) 
(6.1) a(t) =.I-(4 NC U-G Et))) in [O, 11 
(6.2) x(t)=0 in [-l,O], 
where f: [O, I] x R’ + R is a given continuous function. By force of 
Corollary 3 there is a local solution (in the classic sense) of problem (a), 
satisfying (6.2) in [ - LO] and (6.1) in [0, y], for some y, 0 c y Q 1. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let E = ] - co, 11, let 59 be the class of all closed subsets 
of ]-oo,l], and let ~1: ]-co, l] + %? be the lag function defined by 
c~(t)=E,=]-co, -2]u[-l,O] if t<O, a(t)=E,=[-3/t, -21~ 
[l/(n+ l), t] if l/(n+ l)<t<l/n, HEN+. The function a is discontinuous 
in D={t=l/n, HEN, n>l}u{O} and it is a non-compact and non- 
connected valued map. Let $ : ] - cc, 1 ] + R be a continuous function such 
that $(t)=O for every TV]-co,O]uD and let !P:]-co, l]xR,+ -+lR,+ 
be defined by Y(u(t, z)=exp(-z/It]) if t #O, ZE W;, Y’(0, a)=O. Let 
C(] - co, 11) be the space of all continuous real functions defined in 
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] - co, 11 with the compact-open topology. Let G = {Qx, Sz) : x E 
C( ] - co, 1 I), Q E %‘} be the space of all graphs with the topology induced 
by the e-convergence (see Sect. 3). Denote by d = ((2, T(x, E,)): 
TV]--, 11, XEC(]-KJ, l])}c]--co, l]xG and A=IW, and let 
R: d -+ Iw be the integral operator defined by R(t, .) = 0 if t < 0, 
Nf,W,E,f)=$(t) Y(& II~ll~,)~~,x(~)~~ if fel0, 11, x~C(l--, 11X 
where II x II E, = su~~,~, I x(t)1 . 
Let us prove that the operator R satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2. 
By virtue of Remark 4 this is equivalent to proving that the operator 
g:]-co,l]xC(]-co,l])+Iw delined by &t,.)=O if t<O, &t,x)= 
R(t, T(x, E,)) if te] 0, 11, XEC(] -00, 11) is continuous. Let (t,), be a 
sequence in 10, l] convergent to t, and let (x,), be a sequence of functions 
convergent to x0 in C(] - co, 11). If t, E D, we have to prove that 
lim n+ +-m &t,, x,) = 0 as &t,, x0) = 0 by definition. We have 
I &t,, x,)l G I ICl(tJl ew( - II 4+ II E,m/fn) . II x, II E,n. mWJ 
< 1 $ttn)l exp( - 11 xn IIE,jfn) . 11 xn 11 E,” 
( > 
;+1 . (2.1) n 
As lim n _ + o. I++( t,) = 0 by construction, it is easy to prove that the last term 
of (2.1) converges to zero as n + + co. Now let t, $ D. Denote by T a 
compact subset of ] -co, l] containing E,", n = 0, 1, , . . . . and let us put 
suPn E N SUpt~ T  I x,(t)1 = M < + 00. Denote by xE,“( .) the characteristic 
function of E,", II E N, and by obvious increases we have 
+ I $(b)l . I vtn9 II xn IIEJ - ~~~0, II x0 II EJ . j’ 
-00 
XE,“b)I X”(~)l Lf7 
+ 1 $dt,)l ’ y(U(tO~ 11 xO 11 E,,,) . I’ co [h,ft) x,(7) - xE,A7) XC,(t)1 d7 1 
G I$(t,)-$(t,)l .MmWT) 
+ IvQ(c,)l~~~~~(T)I Vt,, IMIEJ- Yu(h,, IIxoIl~,,,)l 
+ I Al J’ I h,“(7) 47) -X4)(7) xrd7N d7. 
-cc 
As the sequence (E,,),, converges to E,,, in the Hausdorff metric as n + + co, 
by force of the continuity of the functions $ and Y and the equibounded- 
ness of the sequence (xE,” .x,), in ] - co, 11, the continuity of the operator 
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R follows from inequality (2.2). Let S,, U, to, &,,jbe as in the Example 1. 
Let us consider the following Cauchy problem with initial data (to, &,): 
(1) 
(A.1) i(t) =f(t, R(L m, 4))) in [0, 1) 
(A.2) x(t) = 0 in ]-co,O]. 
By virtue of Corollary 3 there is a local solution (in the classic sense) of 
problem (A), satisfying (1.2) in ] -co, 0] and (2.1) in [0, ~1, for some y, 
O<y<l. 
In the following we consider a particularization of the first example 
above, where we have chosen f as the identity function with respect to x, 
i.e., f (t, x) =x, for every t E [0, 11. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let us choose E, c(, tj, G, A, A, R, S1, U, t,, q5,, as in The 
example 1. For every (t, x) E [ - 1, 11 x [w let f (t, x) = x. Thus problem (6), 
written in the integral form, becomes 
(6’) x(t) = j; ll/(~) s,, 4s) ds dt, 
where t E [0, I], r E [0, t], E, c [ - 1, r], x(t) = 0 if - 1 6 t d 0. Let y > 0. 
Let us consider the operator T: C( [ - 1, ~1) + C( [ - 1, 71) defined 
for every XEC([-l,y]) by Tx(t)=O, if t~[-LO], TX(~)= 
JL i++(t) JEr x(s) ds dq if t E [0, y]. For every xi, x26 C([- l,?]) and for 
every t E [0, y] we have 
~2 I ; 111/(~)1 dTsupSEC~l,,, Ix,(~)--*(~)I. (3.1) 
Therefore, (3.1) shows that condition (u) of Theorem 1 (uniqueness 
theorem) holds in [0, y], Moreover, if 7, 0 < 7 < y, is a number such that 
2 SS I Il/(t)l dz < 1, then the transformation T is a contraction in 
C( [ - 1, 71). So, the fixed point of the operator T is the unique solution of 
problem (8’) in [ - 1, y”]. 
Remark 5. Examples 1, 2 prove also that the continuity of the operator 
2 or equivalently the hypotheses of Theorem 2 on the operator R do not 
imply either the continuity or the right-continuity of the lag function t + E, 
with respect to the T-topology in $9. 
Remark 6. In [13] the authors present some functional differential 
equations of which solutions have a singularity of lacunary type. They 
essentially consider cases where the appearance of the lacunas depends on 
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the discontinuity of the initial data. In [13] is also observed that, if the 
initial data are continuous and the solution can be determined by applying 
the method of steps, then the appearance of lacunas is excluded. 
In the setting of the present paper the initial data are continuous 
functions, so if we prove the existence theorem by using the method of 
steps, then the equations studied here cannot present lacunary solutions. 
We intend to return later to this point. 
Finally we observe that G. S. Jones established in [22] some existence 
theorems for functional differential equations whose solutions are elements 
of a topological functional space 9. We remark that, if 9 reduces to the 
space of continuous functions endowed with the compact-open topology, 
the assumptions we adopt on the function f in the existence theorem are 
less restrictive than those in [22]. 
5b. Some preliminary lemmas. 
In the following we suppose that the set-valued function t + E,, t E E, 
E, c %?, is continuous with respect to z-topology. 
So, applying the Proposition 1, for every XE C(E), the mapping 
t + Z(x, E,) from T into G is continuous. 
Let T be a subset of E and let pO be a given positive number. For every 
t E T, put 1, = I,, p,,) 3 and let us choose a continuous function 4,: I, + R”. 
We set r(T,p,)=U,..r(~,,Z,). 
Let x: Z( T, pO) + C(E) be a continuous operator such that 
(0) for every t E T, x(T(#~, z,))I I, = 4,. 
The image ~(T(c$(, I,)) is a continuous extension of the function 4, from 
Z, in E. For the sake of brevity, whenever the domain I, of 4, is well known, 
the image ~(Z(C++[, I,)) will be denoted by ~4,. 
An example of a continuous operator x with property (w) is provided by 
the linear extension xE. Precisely, for every t E T let (a, b) be the smallest 
interval, bounded or not, containing Z, and let (ai, pi), i= 1,2, . . . . be 
the open intervals which are the complement of I, in (a, b). For every 
continuous function 4: I, + IR”, let us consider the linear extension, say 
~~4: E+ R”, obtained by putting X&d(t) = b(a) for t E (- co, a] n E, 
xfq4(t) = 4(b) for t E [b, + co) n E, and ~~4 linear in (ai, /Ii), i= 1,2, . . . . 
The proof of the continuity of this linear extension is given in [6]. 
LEMMA 1. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) r( T, pO) is sequentially compact in (G, t); 
(ii) T is a compact subset of E and the mapping t + 4, from T into 
IJ T, pO) is sequentially continuous. 
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Proof: (i) S- (ii). Let (t,), be a sequence in T. Because of the compact- 
ness of r(T, pO), the sequence (Z(d,“, I,“)), admits a limit point 
Z(#,,, I,,,) E Z( T, pO). Then, Z, is a limit point of (I,), and, as rn = max I,“, 
t, E T is a limit point of (t,), . The compactness of T is thus proved. 
Moreover, if (t,), converges to t, in E then, by limit uniqueness, I, is the 
unique limit point of (Ztn), and hence the sequence (Z(d,“, I,“)), has just 
one limit point ZJd,,, I,,). 
(ii) =S (i). r(T, pO) is the range of the sequentially continuous map- 
ping t + 4, defined in the compact set T. 
LEMMA 2. Let lJ T, pO) be a sequentially compact subset of (G, T) and let 
+ be a function with property (S,). Put @= UIET (x4,). The 
&Ek;g?atements hold: 
(i) the set A? = U,, T H( t, x4,, 6, pO) is compact in C(E); 
(ii) given a continuous operator R: A + C(A), the set Q(T) = 
u,, T (t, R(t, r(d,, E,))) is compacr in TX C(A). 
Proof: (i) Let (y,), be a sequence in X. For every n E N, we indicate 
with t, an element of T such that y,~ H(t,,, x4,*, 6,~~). By virtue of the 
compactness of f(T, pO), considering eventually a subsequence, we can 
suppose that t, converges to t, in T and that (ZJdr,, ZJ), r-converges to 
(Z(dl,, Z,)). Because of the continuity of the operator x, the sequence 
(xd,.), converges to x4,, in C(E). Fix E > 0, then, by definition of set ZZ, for 
every n E N we have 
Y,(T) =x4,(~) for every t < t,, 
Y,(T) = Y”(f, + PO) for every r 2 t, +pO, (1) 
Yn([? z + h(E)]) = B(Y,(T), E) for every r k t,. 
Consequently, in every compact subset of E, the sequence (y,), is made up 
of equicontinuous and equibounded functions. Bearing (1) and the con- 
vergence of (xd& to x4,, in C(E) in mind, we conclude that the sequence 
(y,), admits a subsequence converging in C(E) to an element y,,. The func- 
tion y0 belongs to Z-Z(t,, x4,, 6, pO). Indeed, computing the limit in (1) we 
obtain that y,(r) = x4,(r) for r < I,,; y,,(r) = yo(to +pO) for every r B t, +pO; 
yO( [r, r + 6(c)]) c B( y,(r), E) for every r 2 t,. So the statment (i) is proved. 
(ii) Given a sequence (z,,)~ in T, let (t,, R(t,, T(tic, E,“))), be the 
corresponding sequence in Q(T). By Lemma 1 it is not restrictive to sup- 
pose that (t,), converges to to and (Z(d,“, I,,,)), r-converges to Z(d,,, I,,) in 
Z( T, pO). Therefore, (E,“),, r-converges to E, in %? and, in virtue of operator 
x’s continuity, x4,, converges to x4,,, in C(E). Applying Corollary 1 of 
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Section 3, and by the continuity of the operator R, the conclusion follows 
and the lemma is completely proved. 
LEMMA 3. Let Q be a compact of E x C(A) and let U be an open set 
containing Q. Let 9 = {f: U + W} denote a function set with property (C). 
Then there is a positive number q and a Lebesgue integrable function m 
such that 
(d,) If (s, z)l <m(s) for each (s, z) E B(Q, q) and f E F. 
Proof: As the function set 8 satisfies property (C), for each 
l= (s, Z)E Q there are Vc and m,(s)E L’(Il,(*y,)) such that [ f(s, w)l < 
m&s) for every (s, w) E V< and for every f~ 9. 
It is not restrictive to assume that “u; is open. Owing to the compactness 
of Q the open covering ZZ? = (Y$, 5 E Q ) contains a finite subcovering 
{ 7$, : i = 1 , . . . . n}. Put V(Q) = WI= 1 “y;,. It follows that B(Q, q) c V(Q) for 
some q>O, and If(s, w)l <sup,, 1,2 ,__., n h{,(s) for every (s, W)E V(Q) and 
for every f E %, where fit, is a summable function with AS,(s) = m<,(s) for 
every s E n,(?‘$,). The lemma is thus proved. 
5c. A further existence theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let r( T, pO) be a sequentially compact subset of (G, T) and 
let U be an open set of Ex C(A) such that U,, ?r (t, R(t, lJ&,, E,))) c U. Let 
% denote a function set f: U + Iw” with property (C) and let R: A + C(A) be 
a continuous operator.’ 
Under these hypotheses there is a positive number p, p <pO, such that for 
every (t, f) E T x % there exists a solution (in the extended sense) 
x =x(t, #,, f) of RDE (j.1) defined in Zct,pj u [t, t +p] with initial value 4, 
at t. 
Proof Let q be a positive number and let m(s) be a summable function 
obtained by Lemma 3 relative to the compact Q = t),, T (t, R(t, F(#,, E,))) 
(the compactfless of Q is provtd by Lemma 2(ii)). 
Let @=U IE T x(I’(d,, Z(,.PoJ)), where x is a continuous operator from 
I’( T, pO) into C(E). 
Let6=6(e):lR+-+R+ be a function with properties (6,) and 
(a s m(s) ds < E I 
for every interval IC B(T, q) with 111 -C 6(~). 
Let S=IJtET H(t, xq5,, 6, q) be the compact subset of C(E) defined in 
(h) (see Lemma 2(i)). By virtue of the continuity of the set-valued function 
’ We point out that the lag function I + E, is here assumed continuous. Bear in mind 
Remark 4. 
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t-E,> taking into account Remark 4, there is a positive number 
P=P(T,~,q),p<min{q,p,} such that 
d(Nt,, F(Y, Et,)), R(t2, F(Y, 4,))) <q for every y E &Y (1) 
and for every t,, t2 E B(T, q) with 1 t, - t2 1 <p. Fix (i,f) E TX B and 
Put i = 4il /cr,p)’ Let us consider the compact and convex set 
H, = H(i, x$,6, p)c C(E) defined in (h). 
We show that 
u CT, R(G T(Y, EJ)) = WC?, 4). (2) 
CT. ,I’) l mr, P) x HI 
Let (r,y) E B(i,p) x H,. As R(i, r(4, E,)) = R(i, T(y, E,)) and H, c%‘, by 
( 1) we have d(R(z, r( y, E,)), R( i, r($, Ei))) < q which proves (2). Then 
using (d,) of Lemma 3 and (6;) we deduce that 
(d2) Ij,f(s, R(s,y))ds[ GE for every IcB(i,p) with 111 <8(s) and 
for every y E H, . 




X&T) if T<i 
hi> + Jrf(s, R(s, T(Y, Es))) ds if 5 E [i, i+p] 
I 
(sY)(f+P) if T>i+p 
satisfies the hypotheses of the Schauder-Tychonoff theorem. Therefore, S 
admits a fixed point in H, which is a solution of the Cauchy problem (j) 
in Z,u [i, i+p]. 
The proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 4. In the hypotheses of Theorem 3, if the set % is made up 
of equicontinuous functions, then there is a positive number p such that for 
every (t, f) E T x % there is a solution in the classic sense of RDE (j.1) 
defined in ZcrSp, v [t, t +p] with initial value 4, at t. 
6. CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE 
THEOREM 4. Suppose U is an open set in E x C(A) and that 
R : A + C(A) a continuous operator.2 Moreover, let % = { fk: U -+ R”, 
k E N } be a function set satisfying property (C) and such that 
(Y) lim k- +co;Y’+i;fkh ~)=f& t) 
z See footnote 1 in Section 5c. 
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for almost all s and for every r. Finally, given p0 E R let (r(4k, I,,)), denote 
a sequence in (G, t) converging to ZJ&, I,,), where Ztk=Zcfk,PO,, kE N. 
Zf x0 is, for k = 0, the unique solution of the Cauchy problem 
(j ) (jk.1) i(t) =f/c(f, N4 T(x, 4))) a.e. in Ctk, tk +Pol 
k 
(jk.2) x(t) = dklt) in I,, 
then, there exists an integer k, and there exists a solution xk = x,(t,, dk, fk) 
of the problem (jk), k 3 k,, defined in I,, v [tk, tk +pO] such that the 
sequence f(xk, I,, u [tk, tk +pO])k T-converges to f(xo, z,,u [to, to +po]). 
Proof: The proof is divided into parts. 
(a) As x0 is the solution of problem Go) in [to, t,+p,], the compact 
set Q = L Cro,~to+Pol (t, R(t, ZJx,, I!?,))) is contained in U. By Lemma 3 
there is a positive number q and a summable function m( .) such that 
W2,q)cUand 
I f(4 z)l G m(s) for every (s, z) E B( Q, q) and for every fE 9. (1) 
(b) As a consequence of the r-convergence of (ZJ4kr Z,,)), to 
Z(#o, I,,,), there is an integer R such that 
tk E CtO - d2, tO + d21, R(tk? f(#k, 6,)) E B(R(tO, f(dO> ‘%,,)h d2) 
for every k > L. (2) 
(c) Let x: G + C(E) be a continuous operator. Put IO = 
B([t,, to+po], q), and let 6 =8(s): lR+ + R+ be a function with the 
properties 
(6,) inf,,,&E)=O, 
(6;) j, m(s) ds <E for every interval Zc IO with 1 II <8(s). 
We put T= {t,},, N, @= {x(Z(dk, Zll))}kE N. Using definition (h) we 
Put %=UkeN H(tk, x$~, 6,~~); by Lemma 2(i), 2 is a compact subset 
of C(E). 
Applying the continuity of the function t + E, and Remark 4, there exists 
a positive number p (p < q/2) such that 
d(R(t, r( y, E,)), R(i, T(Y, EL))) < q/2 (3) 
forevery t, FEZ,, It-ii <pandforeveryyEx. 
(d) Fix k > R. We prove that 
Iz,,,eB; p)xH~ ((~3 R(T, T(Y, &)I)) c WQ> qh (4) 
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where H, = H( tk, XI$~, 6, p) is the compact and convex subset of C(E) 
defined by (h). 
Let (5 J’) E [fk -P, tk -+-PI X H/c. As R(tk, r(Y, E,,)) = R(t/o r(dk, 4,)) 
and H, c &, by (3) and (2) we have 
d((~ NT, W, E,))h (to, Nt,, Wo, E,,)))) 
< d((? NT, h E,))), (tk, R(fk, %V, E,,)))) 
+ d((fk, R(fk, r(4k, EJ)), (to> Nt,, r(Xo, Et,)))) 
< q/2 + 412 = q 
which proves (4). 
Then using (1) and (6;) we deduce that 
/I 
fkb NC rb’, Es))) ds <E 
I 
(5) 
for every Zc [tk-p, tk+p] with )I1 <B(E) and for every yE H,. 
(e) Let XL =x:(tk, 4k,fk) E Hk be a solution of Eq. (j,. 1) defined 
in I,, u [tk, tk +p] and with initial value Qlk at t, (see Theorem 3 for the 
existence). 
As Hk c X for every k E N, the limit points of sequence (xx:)~ belong to 
the compact set X. Denoting such a point by x, we show that x is the 
solution of the Cauchy problem (j,) in [to, to +p]. If r E [to, t, +p] then 
r E [tk, t, +p] for sufficiently large k, and 
X:(T) = bbktfk) + j-‘fkb Rb> ~(X:> Es))) ds. (6) 
lk 
Using (1) and (y) and computing the limit for a suitable subsequence we 
deduce that 
47) = h(b) + j%Cs, R(s, ~(xco ~9)) ds. 
10 
(7) 
By virtue of the uniqueness of the solution of problem &) in [to, to +po], 
the functions x and x0 coincide in [t,, t, + p]. Therefore, bearing 
Corollary 1 in mind, (ZJxi, I,, u [tk, t, +p]))k r-converges to T(x,, Z,,u 
[to, to+p]). We proceed by steps of width p. 
(b,) As in step (b), there is an integer R, >f such that, for every 
k>R,, we have 
tk+pE [b. tCI+2pl 
R(tk +P, Z%d, Ec,k+P) ))E B(R(t, +P, ~(x,, J%,+,)), 42). P1) 
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(dl) Let T1={fk+~)kENv ~‘={x(T~:,I,,uC~,,,~~+PI)}~~~ 
where x;(z) =x,(z) for every ZEZ,,U [to, t,,+p]. Fix k>k,and let 
H:=H:(tk+p, X x1 S,p) be the set defined by (h) where xx: = k, 
x(Z(x:, I,, u [tk, tk+P])). As XX:E Hk, it is easy to verify that H: is a 
compact and convex subset of 2. We prove that 
u I(? WG f(Y, &)))I = WA 4). (4l) 
(T,Y)ECklk+ZPlXH:. 
Let (7,y)E[tk,tk+2p]xH:. As R(tk+p,T(y,E,~+p))=R(tk+p, 
Z(xk, E,,,,)) and Hk c 2, by (3) and (2l) we have 
4(7, a73 f(Y, ET))), (to+p, R(to+p, mm E,,.,)))) 
dd(t7, R(7~ f(Y, ‘%)))Y ttk +P> R(tk +P> T(Y> h,.,)))) 
+ d((tk +P, R(tk +P, rb:~ -%,+p))))> (&I +& R(t,+pv r(x~~ &,+,)))) 
< q/2 + q/2 = q. 
which proves (4l). Then by (1) and (6;) we deduce that 
f, fkb, Ns, T(Y, Es))) ds < 6 forevery Zc [tk, tk+2p] (5l) 
with 111 <8(~)andforeveryy~H:. 
(el) Applying Theorem 3, there exists a function xi = 
x;(t, +p, x:,fk) E H: which is a solution of Eq. (jk. 1) in [tk +p, tk + 2p-J 
with initial value xx: at tk +p. As in step (e) we prove that the sequence 
(f(x:,zt,u [tk, tk+2p]))k 7-converges to f(xo9ztou [to, to+2p]). 
With a finite number of steps we complete the proof. 
COROLLARY 5. In the hypotheses of Theorem 4, if the set 9 is made up 
of continuous functions fk : u + R”, uniformly converging to fO on compact 
sets of U, the continuous dependence holds for solutions in the classic sense. 
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